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Nkoth sitting beside his Piece “Panglossian”   

UUU Art Collective is thrilled to announce the upcoming exhibition featuring Cameroon-born, NYC-based 
artist Ludovic Nkoth. The month’s show will feature expressionist portraits and landscapes that permeate 
throughout his collection. They will include many of the pieces he has completed as he further develops his 
style at Hunter College. 

Ludovic’s work is heavily influenced by his Cameroonian roots and by the perspective he has about his 
country and culture since migrating to the United States. He celebrates his cultural and familial practices 
through his work and as such many of his pieces feature faces of family members and close friends. Those 
individuals are especially important given Ludovic’s belief that we inherit everything in our lives. He is the 
person he is today because of the tangible and intangible things he has inherited. It started with inheriting 
his blood line and has helped propel him to who and where he is now. Inheritance, both the piece and the 
title of the show, is Ludovic’s opportunity to celebrate and express these beliefs.
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Along with celebrating his family and culture, Ludovic uses his painting as an opportunity share the voice 
of those who are silenced back home. The fight for Ambazonia is a bold piece both in imagery and in theme. 
Ludovic created this work with the goal of elevating and sharing the story of the civil conflict in Cameroon 
that has resulted in the massacre of innocent people at the hands of the military loyal to the nation’s pres-
ident. The ongoing conflict has affected Ludovic, his family, his friends, and his fellow citizens yet those in 
Cameroon are unable to speak out. In his unique style, Ludovic encourages the viewer to pay attention to 
the rarely-covered battle in Cameroon.

“No Answers”“Inheritance” “Hunting pass”
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TO  T H E  R E A D E R

Ludovic received is BFA from the University of South Carolina and is currently pursuing his MFA from 
Hunter College (NYC). He has been a part of multiple group shows including ArtFields  Regional Juried 
Competition (Lake City, SC 2016, 2018), Knock on Wood (Hunter College 2019 and Mostly fine Adults (2019). 
His most recent solo show was in 2018 for his Roots Solo exhibition. Ludovic has been developing a strong 
commission network including a 2018 purchase by NBA All-star and Olympic Gold Medalist, Carmelo 
Anthony. 

“Nkang” “The fight for Ambazonia ” “Profiling”

General Inquires:

KC Sullivan - Rochester, NY 
kc.uuuartcollective@gmail.com

Elias Dawli - New York, NY 
elias.uuuartcollective@gmail.com

Purchase Inquires:

Larkin Brinkworth - San Francisco, CA 
larkin.uuuartcollective@gmail.com 

Your friends - Rochester, NY
uuuartcollective@gmail.com

Cultural conversations are shaped by the Artists and the Audience. 
Our job is to help make them happen.

Support artists’ production, allowing them to grow and improve their work.
Promote accessibility and encourage long term sustainable investments in the arts.
Collaborate with individuals and organizations to expand outreach and to link communities

UUU’s mission is to initiate encounters for cultural conversations. Three pillars help guide us.

U U U  A r t  C o l l e c t i ve

Press & Media Inquires

Cody Naughton
cody.uuuartcollective@gmail.com


